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Paper Money

One dollar note, dated Dec. 20, 1854 on the supposed Delaware City Bank of
Kansas. "KAN" appears in very small print under the "I" at upper right, as if it was
intentionally printed in a manner that would be very easy to alter. (See arrow.)
Signatures on this note are Harris? and Hardy? This same note exists with
signatures of Roscoe and Becky? The $2.00 note of the same date has signatures of
Roscoe? and Karnes? The vignettes on this 1854 issue appear on a number of other
bogus notes made around 1857 and predated for added authenticity.

Two dollar note, dated Dec. 20, 1854,
arrow. (Collection of M. M. Burgett)

KANSAS
Bogus and Questionable

Bank Notes
The So-Called Delaware City Bank

By S. K. WHITFIELD

Several towns in territorial Kansas were called Delaware
and Delaware City, all having long since disappeared. The
most logical candidate for a banking town was the Delaware
City located southeast of Leavenworth on the Missouri

River. The Delaware City bank notes, which are known in
two different issues, present a considerable mystery. The
first issue is dated December 20, 1854 and includes a $1.00
and a $2.00 bill. There are many things about this issue that
indicate it was a complete hoax. These include different
bank official signatures for the same date, the state of
commercial affairs in Kansas in 1854, the similarity of these
notes to known bogus issues made from stolen vignettes in
1857, the absence of any maker's imprint, and the
obscurity of "KAN" on the notes, which is practically
hidden in the design.

The second issue, also including a $1.00 and a $2.00
note, is dated July 1, 1858. This issue has "KANSAS"
printed in small type at the right border of the note, which
is easily removed by trimming the paper closely on that
side. It is almost as if the notes were intentionally designed
so that they might be easily altered to appear that they
were notes from the state of Delaware, where a genuine
Delaware City Brnik did exist.*

One dollar note, dated July 1st, 1858, with "KANSAS" imprint vertically at right
border. (See arrow.) This note has forged signatures of Wm. Ferris, and Geo.
Maxwell, who were the real officers of the bank in Delaware. (Collection of M. M.
Burgett; photocopy used because "KANSAS" shows up legibly)
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.ith signatures of Roscoe? and Karnes? See Two dollar note, dated Feb'y 9, 1859, on the real Delaware City Bank in Delaware.
This note has the presumed genuine signatures of Wm. Ferris and Geo. Maxwell.
(Courtesy Kansas State Historical Soxiety)

The vignettes on the 1858 "KANSAS" $2.00 and the presumed
genuine state of Delaware $2.00 note, dated 1859, although
distinctly different would have been described identically in "Bank
Note Reporters." Thus by trimming off the "KANSAS" end forging
the correct bank officer's names, these notes could have'been easily
passed as genuine notes on the legitimate bank in Delaware.

"Bank Note Reporters" of the period, notably
Thompson's, make mention of this "KANSAS" hank, but it
would appear that this merely indicated the .notes were no
good rather than that the bank necessarily existed. The real
Delaware City Bank in the state of Delaware had Wm.
Ferris as cashier and Geo. Maxwell as president. Wm. Ferris
had replaced John P. King as cashier of this bank sometime
around 1855/56. This bank was converted to the Delaware
City National Bank, charter No. 1332, in 1865. Wm. Ferris
remained cashier and Geo. Maxwell was president. The
Kansas State Historical Society has a photograph of a $2.00
note of the Delaware bank dated Feb'y 9, 1859, which
appears to have the genuine signatures of Ferris and
Maxwell.

Adding further to the idea that the 1858 "KANSAS"
issue was created to be altered is the fact that a number of
these notes exist with obviously forged signatures of Ferris
and Maxwell. Some of them have not even had the
"KANSAS" removed, although a number also exist with
the "KANSAS" 'trimmed or torn off. Dr. John Muscalus,
prominent paper money researcher, has also reported that
sipme of these "KANSAS" notes were altered for use in
Delaware and Pennsylvania.

Delaware City, Kansas had disappeared by 1880, and
evidence indicates that there never was a bank located
there. Therefore, it appears that both the 1854 and the
1858 Delaware City Bank notes were produced as part of a
swindling scheme, possibly with the added idea of easy
alteration, once they were discovered as coming from
nonexistent banks, to prolong their ease of circulation.
These notes may be classified as "Wildcat" notes since they
were printed for a nonexistent bank.
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Two dollar note of July 1st, 1858, that also has forged names of the officers of the
Delaware bank. Note the different handwriting from the $1.00 note of the same
date. (Collection of M. M. Burgett; photocopy used because "KANSAS" shows up
legibly)
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